Collapsible sections are those created by starting a title with "+" or "-". Some of these sections cannot be expanded or collapsed due to a conflict with other collapsible sections shown at the same time but parsed in different contexts.

When such a conflict happens, the div elements of the conflicting sections have identical id attributes (which means the HTML is invalid). Browsers deal with such conflicts by considering that the real element with the duplicate id is the first one. Consequently, when that happens, trying to open/close any of the conflicting sections will open/close the first conflicting section.

It would be difficult to explain exactly when this occurs or not, but this is very simple to reproduce. Suffice to call the FADE plugin twice and to have at least 1 collapsible section in each call's body. Trying to open or close the first section of the second call to FADE will fail.
Cause

The identifiers of the section are generated in parse_data_process_maketoc(). The $nb_hdrs variable holds a count of collapsible sections which attempts to avoid such conflicts, but as this is a local variable, when parse_data_process_maketoc() is called several times, conflicts can occur between different contexts. As FADE calls parse_data() to parse its body, a page's immediate content and its content inside a FADE zone are parsed in different contexts.

This affects trunk as of r69061.

Example

This is demonstrated on this show.tikiwiki.org page.

Solution

This can be solved either by making $nb_hdrs a global variable, or by using jQuery to select the first div element which follows the clicked toggle.
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